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1. Briefly describe the transfer
pricing documentation and tax
return disclosure requirements in
your jurisdiction.

TP documentation requirements
Irish transfer pricing rules require taxpayers falling

within the rules’ application to ‘‘have available such re-
cords as may reasonably be required for purposes of de-
termining’’ whether their trading income has been
computed in line with the 2010 OECD Transfer Pric-
ing Guidelines (the ‘‘2010 TPG’’), and that the re-
quired records be prepared ‘‘on a timely basis.’’ Taken
together, these requirements can be viewed as provid-
ing taxpayers with a degree of flexibility regarding the
form of documentation to be produced. This flexibil-
ity should, in turn, ensure that the administrative
burden of producing documentation adequately re-
flects the relevant risk at issue.

Irish Revenue guidance

In August 2017, the Irish Revenue Commissioners
(‘‘Irish Revenue’’) issued a guidance note that pro-
vides additional information concerning the docu-
mentation requirements contained in Irish transfer
pricing legislation. This guidance note confirms that
the primary purpose of having transfer pricing docu-
mentation available is to enable taxpayers, if re-
quested, to readily establish to Irish Revenue’s
satisfaction that their transfer prices are consistent
with the 2010 TPG.

The Irish transfer pricing rules do not require that
transfer pricing documentation is kept in a prescribed
or standard form. A taxpayer may therefore choose
the form in which the necessary information and
documentation are kept. Recognising that one size
does not fit all, Irish Revenue’s guidance note states:

‘‘[t]he actual documentation required will be dictated
by the facts and circumstances of the transactions,’’ that
‘‘the manner of meeting the requirement . . . may take
account of the cost and administrative burden in-
volved.’’

Accordingly, complex transactions will, broadly
speaking, require more detailed documentation than
straightforward or more routine transactions.

Irish Revenue’s guidance note confirms that best
practice is for the documentation to be prepared at
the time a transaction’s terms are agreed and that ‘‘the
documentation should exist by the time the tax return
falls to be made.’’ Furthermore, the guidance note

states that a taxpayer should review the required
documentation regularly ‘‘to determine whether the
pricing remains at arm’s length.’’

Irish Revenue have confirmed that documentation
that has been prepared in accordance with either the
2010 TPG or the Code of Conduct adopted by the EU
Council in relation to transfer pricing documentation
is acceptable for the purposes of the Irish transfer
pricing rules. Therefore, documentation prepared by
an associated company for tax purposes in another ju-
risdiction which can be made available to Irish Rev-
enue should suffice for Irish tax purposes, also.

Post-OECD BEPS developments
Ireland’s domestic transfer pricing documentation

rules have not been amended as a result of the OECD
BEPS project. In February 2019, the Irish Department
of Finance (the ‘‘Department’’) published its consul-
tation paper on the Irish transfer pricing rules (the
‘‘Consultation Paper’’). In the Consultation Paper, the
Department confirmed that the transfer pricing docu-
mentation obligations prescribed in the 2017 OECD
Transfer Pricing Guidelines (the ‘‘2017 TPG’’) will be
incorporated into domestic Irish law in late 2019. Ac-
cordingly, we expect the OECD Master File/Local File
(‘‘MF/LF’’) approach will apply in an Irish transfer
pricing context for accounting periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2020.

Although separate Master and Local Files are not
currently (technically) required, the information re-
quired to be kept on Master and Local Files may be
considered to be reasonably required for the purposes
of determining whether a taxpayer’s trading income
has been computed in accordance with the arm’s
length principle. In practice therefore, it is best prac-
tice that taxpayers comply with the BEPS Action 13
documentation requirements in order to satisfy Irish
domestic obligations. Importantly, it should be noted
that taxpayers are not required to file transfer pricing
documentation with Irish Revenue when filing their
tax returns.

Once the MF/LF approach has been formally intro-
duced into Irish domestic law, MNE groups with
headquarters in Ireland must include information in
the Master File that would not have necessarily been
required under previous documentation rules – for ex-
ample, information on intangibles and financing ar-
rangements. Therefore, Irish headquartered MNE
groups ought to consider how this will align with the
Local File(s), CbC reporting and other information
published by the group.
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For Irish subsidiaries, the group’s Master File should be re-
viewed from an Irish perspective to ensure that the information
it contains is consistent with the Irish subsidiaries’ profile(s),
and aligns with the Irish transfer pricing documentation and
CbC reporting information.

Record keeping obligations
Generally, for Irish tax purposes records must be retained for

a period of at least six years after the completion of the relevant
transaction to which they relate, and Irish Revenue have spe-
cific powers of inquiry in this regard. An authorised officer of
Irish Revenue may, for example, request that a taxpayer pro-
duce such documentation for inspection.

Tax return disclosure obligations
Taxpayers whose activities fall within the scope of the Irish

transfer pricing rules must have transfer pricing documenta-
tion available, ideally on a contemporaneous basis. Taxpayers
need not file such documentation with Irish Revenue when
filing their tax returns. Rather, taxpayers should be in a position
to provide such documentation, if requested by Irish Revenue,
through a compliance intervention, e.g., through a Corporate
Compliance Framework (‘‘CCF’’) meeting, an ‘aspect query’ or
on audit.

Irish Revenue’s guidance note states that transfer pricing
documentation is ‘‘fundamental to validating and explaining the
pricing of intra-group transactions.’’ Therefore, the following
items should be clearly identifiable in any such documentation:

(I) the associated persons for the purposes of the application
of the Irish transfer pricing rules;

(II) the nature and terms of transactions within the scope of
the transfer pricing legislation;

(III) the method by which the pricing of transactions was ar-
rived at, including any study of comparables and any func-
tional analysis undertaken;

(IV) how the method referred to above has produced arm’s
length pricing;

(V) any budgets, forecasts or other papers containing infor-
mation relied on in arriving at arm’s length terms; and

(VI) the terms of relevant transactions with both third parties
and associates.

Over the coming years, we expect Irish Revenue’s approach
(in practice) to transfer pricing documentation and related re-
quirements will develop, and further practical guidance should
emerge.

2. In recent years, have the tax authorities
changed or modified their audit
approach? (e.g., increase in staffing
and/or increase in funding with respect to
the transfer pricing audit function; use
of risk assessment tools or data mining
tools to identify audit targets; use of joint
or coordinated audits, etc.). If risk
assessment tools are used, what factors
are typically analyzed?

Before a formal regime was introduced in April 2010, the trans-
fer pricing provisions in Irish tax legislation were limited in
scope. Accordingly, Irish Revenue did not dedicate significant
resources to transfer pricing matters until recently.

In 2015, Irish Revenue established a dedicated transfer pric-
ing audit branch (the ‘‘TPU’’) within its Large Cases Division
(‘‘LCD’’). The TPU has nationwide responsibility for conducting
risk-driven transfer pricing audits and other transfer pricing
compliance interventions.

TPU and the TPCR
The TPU conducts transfer pricing audits in the same

manner as regular corporation tax audits. Under Ireland’s self-
assessment system, the burden of proof in the event of an audit
by Irish Revenue falls on the taxpayer. Following the introduc-
tion of transfer pricing rules in Ireland, Irish Revenue’s initial
preferred approach was to reach out to taxpayers in a collab-
orative manner to understand the transfer pricing models used.
This was effected through the relatively informal Transfer Pric-
ing Compliance Review (‘‘TPCR’’) program, which was estab-
lished in 2012.

Under the TPCR program, taxpayers were selected on a risk
assessment basis to conduct a self-review on their transfer pric-
ing for a specified period. Having concluded a TPCR, Irish Rev-
enue issued a post-review letter informing the taxpayer either
that no further TPCR inquiry would be necessary, or that there
were issues for further discussion as part of the TPCR process.
The TPCR process ran quite smoothly and was seen as a good
opportunity to assist Irish Revenue in understanding the tax-
payer’s business without the pressures associated with a formal
audit.

Aspect queries
Following the TPU’s establishment in 2015, however, Irish

Revenue’s focus has now shifted to compliance interventions
through ‘aspect queries’ or formal audits. An ‘aspect query’ can
be regarded as a targeted intervention for the purpose of check-
ing a particular risk that has been identified by Irish Revenue’s
risk review systems. Typically, the TPU initiates an ‘aspect
query’ by sending a letter to a taxpayer stating that Irish Rev-
enue intend to examine and review the taxpayer’s transfer pric-
ing policy. This initial letter will, broadly, contain a request for
high-level information, such as transfer pricing reports, inter-
company agreements, etc. The ‘aspect query’ process is very
similar to the formal audit process, as through the process the
TPU will request detailed information on the taxpayer’s busi-
ness to support the transfer pricing policy adopted and will also
conduct functional interviews, etc.

According to Irish Revenue’s published guidance, an ‘aspect
query’ is not in itself regarded as being equivalent to a formal
audit. The primary reason/benefit of the review being con-
ducted as an ‘aspect query’ rather than a formal audit is that it
should allow a more collaborative process, with the ability for
taxpayers to make qualifying disclosures at an early stage with
the benefit of reduced penalties. In the author’s experience, the
‘aspect query’ process is a robust examination of the taxpayer’s
transfer pricing policies and may result in assessments being
raised in respect of a transfer pricing adjustment. There is at
least one case of such a transfer pricing assessment being ap-
pealed to the Irish Tax Appeals Commission (in the public
domain), with others potentially in the pipeline.

CCF program
Irish Revenue launched the CCF program as part of an initia-

tive to create a more collaborative relationship between the
Irish tax authorities and some of Ireland’s large corporate tax-
payers. As part of the CCF program, Irish Revenue officials ar-
range an annual risk review meeting with the taxpayer; the
practice has been to have members of the TPU present to dis-
cuss and understand the taxpayer’s transfer pricing policies,
with a view to identifying any areas of risk that will require fur-
ther examination through Revenue’s compliance intervention
framework.

Notably, transfer pricing modernisation has been a key focus
of the Department’s proposals for Irish corporate tax reform
over the past 18 months. Following an independent expert’s
report reviewing the Irish Corporate Tax Code (the ‘‘Report’’),
the Department published its ‘‘Corporation Tax Roadmap’’ and,
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more recently, the Consultation Paper in which several propos-
als first contained in the Report have been announced as being
considered for implementation in 2019. It is expected that, in
line with this modernisation, Irish Revenue will continue to de-
velop their transfer pricing capabilities, which should further
enhance Ireland’s standing as the jurisdiction of choice for
MNE groups doing business in the EMEA (Europe, the Middle
East and Africa) markets.

Identifying audit targets

In their annual report for 2017, Irish Revenue note that the
‘‘vast majority of [taxpayers] are voluntarily tax and duty com-
pliant . . . meet their filing and payment obligations on time
and submit accurate returns and declarations.’’ Accordingly,
Irish Revenue adopt a risk-based approach to compliance activ-
ity, targeting resources where the compliance risk is greatest
and keeping any intrusion on compliant taxpayers to a mini-
mum. Typically, Irish Revenue determine the type of compli-
ance intervention undertaken by evaluating the risks identified
and the nature of taxpayers’ behaviour.

One of Irish Revenue’s key tools for identifying targets for
compliance interventions is the Risk Evaluation Analysis and
Profiling (‘‘REAP’’) system. REAP rates taxpayers across all the
main tax heads and in respect of customs and excise duties.
‘Risk’ in this context is understood as meaning the risk posed to
Irish Revenue’s core business of collecting the correct taxes and
duties from taxpayers at the right time. Irish Revenue designed
the REAP system to analyse significant data (including third-
party data) that Irish Revenue holds on tax and duty cases and
to attribute ‘scores’ to the cases analysed based on the level of
risk identified. Sources of Irish Revenue’s data include datasets
drawn from tax returns and declarations, as well as from
sources such as third-party financial institutions, payment in-
termediaries and other government agencies. In addition, Irish
Revenue evaluate via REAP data available under the automatic
exchange programmes with foreign intermediaries and tax ad-
ministrations. REAP prioritises cases based on risk, thereby en-
abling Irish Revenue to focus attention on cases which are
considered to require most attention.

In addition to REAP, Irish Revenue undertakes a Random
Audit Programme and a Re-Audit Programme. The objectives
of the Random Audit Programme are to measure and track
compliance with tax legislation, to act as an indicator of the ef-
fectiveness of Irish Revenue’s risk-based approach and to pro-
vide for the possibility that all taxpayers may be selected for
audit. The objectives of the Re-Audit Programme are to assess
the impact of auditing in encouraging compliance. The Re-
Audit Programme, in particular, has been designed to provide
an indicative measure of the rate of recidivism and to inform
processes for dealing with recurring non-compliance. However,
any case may be subject to re-audit where Irish Revenue’s tools
identify additional risks.

As mentioned above, Irish Revenue are also utilising the CCF
programme to gather information and understanding of a tax-
payer’s transfer pricing policies, with a view to determining
whether any particular area requires further investigation.

3. Do the tax authorities focus on certain
types of transactions? (e.g., intangibles,
financing transactions, commodities, etc.).

As highlighted above, the Irish transfer pricing regime is still in
its relative infancy. Irish Revenue have continually noted that
they will adhere to the 2010 TPG and have not published spe-
cific guidance relating to any particular transfer pricing sector
– other than low-value intra-group services – preferring, in-

stead, to rely on international standards. In a transfer pricing
context, Irish Revenue cannot be said to focus on certain types
of transactions, but rather employ the risk assessment tools
outlined above to identify particular areas of interest.

In the author’s experience, more recent compliance interven-
tions by Irish Revenue have examined a number of transactions
involving intangibles, including high-value and hard-to-value
intangibles, but financing and other types of transactions are
also being examined.

4. Do the tax authorities rely on BEPS-
related concepts during its audits? (e.g.,
DEMPE analysis, new approach for
hard-to-value intangibles, expanded use
of profit splits, use of risk assessment
framework, etc.).

Irish Revenue have not published specific transfer pricing guid-
ance or rules regarding the transfer pricing of intangibles. The
2010 TPG should therefore remain the applicable standard
until the 2017 TPG are incorporated into domestic law in Ire-
land from January 1, 2020.

In practice, Irish Revenue are not seeking to apply the par-
ticular standards in the 2017 TPG, but they are focusing and
highlighting the importance of functionality and control over
risk in applying the 2010 TPG, relying on the standards and lan-
guage in the 2010 TPG to support this line of argument. Irish
Revenue have always accepted the use of various methods, as
provided for in the 2010 TPG, including profit split methodolo-
gies, and there has not been any particular shift in choosing one
methodology over another.

Irish Revenue has also confirmed that Chapter VI of the 2010
TPG is relevant to the application of Ireland’s Knowledge De-
velopment Box (‘‘KDB’’) (‘patent box’) regime. In this regard,
Irish Revenue’s published guidance relating to the KDB con-
firms that taxpayers claiming KDB relief in respect of embed-
ded IP should apply transfer pricing principles to determine the
appropriate amount of profits allocable to the relevant qualify-
ing IP. Furthermore, the 2010 TPG will be applied by Irish Rev-
enue in the context of Ireland’s capital allowances regime for IP
to ensure that the IP-derived profits for the purpose of deter-
mining the maximum amount of relief which can be claimed
annually are at arm’s length. The 2017 TPG, and related con-
cepts, will apply to these regimes upon implementation of the
2017 TPG, with effect from January 1, 2020.

Most taxpayers are now actively reviewing their transfer pric-
ing policies with respect to intangibles to ensure that they are
aligned with the standards prescribed by the 2017 TPG, incor-
porating a focus on DEMPE functionality. Further, in cases in-
volving advance pricing agreements, regard is now had to the
standards in the 2017 TPG.

5. Do transfer pricing penalties apply in
your jurisdiction? If so, what can be done
to mitigate these penalties?

The Irish transfer pricing rules do not provide for any specific
penalty provisions. Therefore, the generally applicable corpo-
rate tax interest and penalty provisions will apply. Typically, in-
terest and penalties would only be imposed following an audit
process to determine whether the requirements of Irish tax
rules are being met.

There is a broad range of potential penalties both for failing
to maintain documentation and in respect of any underpay-
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ment of tax. Irish Revenue may hold a company liable to a sur-
charge of 5% of its corporation tax liability (up to a maximum
of EUR 12,695) where a return is filed within two months after
the due date. In cases where the return is filed after the two-
month deadline, a company may be liable for a surcharge of
10% of its tax liability (up to a maximum of EUR 63,485).

If a company fails to pay its tax liabilities (including any pre-
liminary tax obligations), interest may be imposed. The interest
is imposed at a daily rate of 0.0219% (c. 8% annually). The in-
terest accrues from the date the tax was due.

Penalties may be imposed at a rate ranging from 3% to 100%
of underpaid taxes, depending on the category of default (care-
less behavior without significant consequences, careless behav-
ior with significant consequences, or deliberate behavior), the
taxpayer’s level of cooperation on audit, and whether the tax-
payer makes a prompted or unprompted qualifying disclosure.
The determination of the amount of such penalties is in accor-
dance with the Revenue Audit Code of Practice, which outlines
the various categories and factors that will determine the
amount of any penalty.

6. Please describe any challenges
taxpayers face in preparing their transfer
pricing documentation in light of these
changes in the audit process.

The Irish rules on transfer pricing documentation, together
with Irish Revenue’s approach to compliance interventions, are
not in themselves generally viewed as the source of the chal-
lenges for taxpayers. Instead, developments, such as the adop-
tion of the OECD’s MF/LF approach to transfer pricing
documentation and the incorporation of the 2017 TPG, with
their emphasis on DEMPE and functionality, into Irish domes-
tic law are expected to pose the greatest challenges for taxpay-
ers in the near future in preparing documentation. For
example, it is likely that in preparing transfer pricing documen-
tation, MNE groups operating from Ireland will need to com-
plete more interviews/questionnaires in order to build a more
robust functional analysis.

Further, some of the principal challenges faced by taxpayers
in the Irish Revenue compliance interventions include obtain-

ing and providing a large volume of information to support the
transfer pricing policies adopted, including agreements, board
minutes, financial statements etc., creating concerns regarding
confidentiality of the taxpayer’s information, exchange of infor-
mation concerns, and more general concerns in relation to a
taxpayer’s control over their commercial documentation.

More generally, in the context of preparing Master and Local
Files, there appears, based on Chapter V of the 2017 TPG, to be
a degree of flexibility for taxpayers in how to provide and struc-
ture the necessary information. When devising approaches to
preparing transfer pricing documentation, MNE groups could
consider different approaches, depending on the salient facts
and overall strategy. For example, for certain businesses a
modular approach may be considered appropriate, where the
Master File’s content is split between a main Master File and
separate business line Master Files, with only the relevant busi-
ness line information included (versus having all the different
business lines’ information) in one Master File. Under this ap-
proach, only the relevant modules of the Master File would be
used as part of each local subsidiary’s transfer pricing docu-
mentation suite, jointly with a local file that is tailored to the
local operations. However, when taking this approach the
OECD has clarified that the entire Master File covering all busi-
ness lines should be available to each country’s tax authorities.
Alternatively, a taxpayer may choose to summarise the business
information in the Master File, thus limiting the information
included in this document, while providing more detailed infor-
mation in the Local Files to meet the local documentation re-
quirements. The author expects consistency will become a
critical area of focus in this regard. The written words in the
Master and Local Files should provide the background to the
data in the taxpayer’s CbC report(s) and should be consistent
with other relevant documents, such as local tax/information
returns. This should be carefully considered throughout the
planning process relating to transfer pricing documentation, as
any changes in future documentation are likely to be scruti-
nised by local tax authorities.

Catherine O’Meara is a Partner at Matheson in Dublin and may be
contacted at:
catherine.omeara@matheson.com
www.matheson.com
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